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Using negative thermal ionization mass spectrometry (NTIMS), Re and 0 s  abundances were determined by isotope 
dilution, and 1870s/188~s ratios were measured in a variety of terrestrial upper mantle xenoliths, and also ordinary, 
enstatite and carbonceous chondrites. Our objective is to precisely constrain the 0 s  isotopic composition of the Earth's 
primitive upper mantle (PUM) and compare it with the Re-0s systematics of the different chondrite classes. 
Ultimately, these results should provide us with a better understanding of the relative abundances of highly siderophile 
elements added to the Earth by late accretion, and how their abundances were modified by subsequent processes. 

Terrestrial Mantle Xenoliths. Over the past seven years, studies of 0 s  isotopes have promoted a better 
understanding of the development of subcontinental lithospheric mantle (SCLM). Unlike the isotopic systematics of 
lithophile elements, the siderophile 0 s  is retained in the mantle during melting processes. The use of mantle 
xenoliths as SCLM probes provides information on the composition as well as timing of melt depletion events. 
Previous studies have concentrated on mantle xenoliths from Archean cratons, which have low, subchondritic 0 s  
isotopic compositions, indicating large amounts of ancient melt depletion, e.g., Kaapvaal, Wyoming and Siberia 
[1,21. 

In this study we analyzed 19 well-characterized mantle xenolith samples (mostly from the BSVP study suite) 
from a variety of localities (SW-USA, Alaska, Mexico, Australia, China and S-Africa) with a range of fertility 
(1.27<A1,03<4.29 wt'??). The goals are: 1) to constrain further the global range in 0 s  isotopic composition of 
SCLM, 2) to estimate the 0 s  isotopic composition of undepleted upper mantle by extrapolation to primitive values 
or ratios of major and/or trace elements, and 3) to constrain possible precursor materials that likely comprise the 
PUM by comparing these data to analyses of meteorites:Overall, the samples display a range in 1870s11880s from 
0.1 197 to 0.1298. Data for the most fertile SCLM samples extend the range of 0 s  isotopic compositions of SCLM 
to values that overlap the range of abyssal peridotites. 

The '870s/1880s ratios of nine peridotite xenoliths from Kilbourne Hole range from 0.1229 to 0.1298. The 0 s  
isotopic compositions are positively correlated with several melt depletion indicators, e.g., Al,03. Such correlations 

187 have also been observed in orogenic peridotite massifs. A diagram of Yb vs. 0s1'~~0s shows distinct linear 
correlations for localities of different ages (Fig. 1). The correlations for Kilbourne Hole and Matsoku (Lesotho) can 
be extrapolated back to primitive values for Yb, yielding an 0 s  isotopic composition for a modem day undepleted 
PUM of 0.1283h5. We propose that this value reveals the modem day PUM ratio. The intersections of these linear 
correlations with the y-axis yield 1870s/1s8~s ratios that can be used to calculate "true" rhenium-depletion model 
ages (TRD), e.g. 3 Ga for the highly depleted Matsoku samples. 

Chondrites. As in our previous reports of whole-rock chondrite samples [3] we do not obtain reproducible ReIOs 
ratios. This is despite our using the sealed tube digestion technique [4] that has proven highly reproducible with iron 
meteorites [5]. The variability in ReIOs ratios cannot solely be the result of primary heterogeneities in the materials, 
because 0 s  isotopic ratios generally do reproduce quite well. At this time we are unsure if the lack of reproducibility is 
the result of incomplete equilibration between the Re-0s spike and sample, or heterogeneities within the meteorite 
aliquots. The latter issue could be a factor if Re and or 0 s  were independently mobilized during late-stage alteration. In 
some instances (Forest Vale, Forest City), similar, large deviations from iron meteorite reference isochrons are observed 
whether we used our older alkaline fusion technique or the sealed tube acid digestion technique. For both techniques to 
yield the same results probably indicates a recent alteration effect. Tests are underway to assess the problem and 
develop protocols to circumvent them. These problems, at present, preclude applying Re-0s systematics to examining 
the initial evolution of 0 s  isotopes in chondritic materials. 

187 Despite the problems of obtaining reproducible ReIOs ratios, 0s/'*~0s ratios are very reproducible (10.1% 
or better), suggesting that the present day "whole-rock" 0 s  isotopic compositions of chondrites likely reflect the time 
integrated compositions of the true ReIOs ratio of each meteorite. For example, a suite of NTIMS data for 1 1 ordinary 
chondrites defme a narrow range of present day 1s70s/1880s ratios of 0.1288 (SD=O.OOl)(Fig. 2). NTIMS data for the 
carbonaceous chondrites Allende and Mighei both have 1870s1188~s of 0.1263 (Fig. 2). Similarly, the larger, resonance 
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ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS) database for carbonaceous chondrites [6] defines a similar average 
187 OS/'~~OS=O. 1269. The only NTIMS data we have for enstatite chondrites is a 1870s/1880s ratio of 0.1282 for Pillistfer 
(E6)(Fig. 2). Thus, based on an as yet limited database, the 0 s  isotopic compositions of enstatite and ordinary 
chondrites appear to be approximately 1-2% more radiogenic that the compositions of carbonaceous chondrites. 

Conclusions. Our estimate of the modem day PUM value of 0.1283*5 is higher than the existing high precision 
database for carbonaceous chondrites (and the average for abyssal peridotites), and is most similar to ordinary and 
enstatite chondrite compositions. Consequently, the 0 s  isotopic characteristics, and perhaps the budget of other 
highly siderophile elements in the Earth's upper mantle may have been set by late accretion of chondritic materials 
with highly siderophile element characteristics most similar to enstatite or ordinary chondrites, not carbonaceous 
chondrites, as is widely assumed. These results also suggest that the modem day 1s70s/188~s for PUM is more 
radiogenic than that of the source of modem MORB (as seen in abyssal peridotites) and may consequently reflect 
minor long-term depletion of Re in the MORB source. 
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Fig. 1. Osmium isotopic composition vs. Yb concenbation for mantle xenoliths from Matsoku (open squares), 
Kilbourne Hole (fills circles) and various others localites (filled squares). Rhenium depletion ages (TRD) are defined 
by the regression of data and the PUM value. PUM and BSE range from Jagoutz et al. 1979 and McDonough and 
Sun 1995. 

Fig. 2. Histogram of osmium isotopic compostions for the three chondrite classes (all NTIMS data). The dashed 
lines represent the estimated range for the composition of the PUM. 
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